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ForewOrd

First things first...

5,500
students

500
events annually

52
associations

750
associative
members

2,260
contributors

FOREWORD
IÉSEG student clubs and associations... A world that may seem complicated to you, yet
one that will allow you to have the best years of your student life.
But what is an association? Generally, an association brings together people with
the same hobbies, projects, and values. This group of people unites for the
same goal: to experience unforgettable moments in the IÉSEG community.
Prepare yourself to join this big family that gives life to the School. You will inevitably
find something in it that will make you thrive, as IÉSEG brings together 52 different types
of associations: athletic, artistic, professional, humanitarian, etc.
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organiZation
Fédération des Étudiants

LILL
PAR E
IS

(Student Federation)
The Féderation des Étudiants is the overlying
structure for all student associations at IÉSEG. Its
goal is to supervise the five major intercampus
events of the year (IÉSEG Weekend, Sports Weekend,
Artistic Weekend, Gala, Ski School), to allot financial
resources equally to the clubs and associations, and
to make a link between the School's students and its
administration.

Fédération des Étudiants de l’IÉSEG

Members: 15 on both campuses
Objective: to supervise the School's associative life.

Events:

IÉSEG Weekend (with the student
association BDE), Sports Weekend (with the
student association BDS), Gala (with the Gala
team), Ski School (with the Ski Club)

Budget:

€1.5 million

fede_ieseg

Association des
Étudiants de l’IÉSEG

LIL
PAR LE
IS

(IÉSEG Student Associations)

Members

Objective:

9 in Lille
12 in Paris

legal and financial
responsibility of the associations.

Budget: €800,000

Association des Étudiants de l’IÉSEG
aeil_universelle (Lille)

L'Association des Étudiants de l'IÉSEG Lille or
AEIL and L'Association des Étudiants de l'IÉSEG
Paris or AEIP are the cornerstones of associative
life on each campus. These are responsible
supervisory bodies, judicially and financially
speaking, for the different campus associations
under their control. The goal of these student
associations (also known as AEI) is to manage,
finance and advise around 20 associations per
campus in their various activities. The AEI look
after the proper distribution of resources and
look after project planning to make sure that
events throughout the year run smoothly. Does
all of that seem like a lot to take in? Don't worry,
you will soon hear people talking about these
AEI and be able to find your way in the
organization of IÉSEG's associative life!
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ENTERTAINMENT

bureau des jeux
(GAME CLUB)

LIL
PAR LE
IS

chess club/gaming
Members: 12
Objective: to facilitate access to games (chess, video games, etc.).
Events:

FIFA tournament, chess tournament,
gaming afterworks, etc.

The Bureau des Jeux or BDJ , the Chess Club and
Gaming are associations that aim to promote all
types of games at IÉSEG. They are made up of
about 10 members who organize different events
and tournaments throughout the year. Examples
of different events are the FIFA tournament, the
chess tournament, and many other activities like
laser games or gaming afterworks to meet up,
talk, and play!

IÉSEG Ambassadeurs
(IÉSEG Ambassadors)

Members

9 in Lille
11 in Paris

Objective: school representation.

gala des étudiants
(Student Gala)
organization of the prestigious

Objective: intercampus party, which brings
Events : fairs, high school forums,

open days, and immersion days

LIL
L
par e
is

IÉSEG Ambassadeurs is made up of two teams (one in
Lille and one in Paris), with one objective: to
represent IÉSEG during different events. IÉSEG
Ambassadors participate in the organization of fairs,
open days, and forums in your high school. It is
thanks to us, but even more thanks to YOU, that we
participate in promoting the School in France and abroad.
We are excited to see many of you soon!
IÉSEG Ambassadeurs Lille
IÉSEG Ambassadeurs Paris

iesegambassadeurs

together IÉSEG students, staff, and
alumni.

LIL
PAR LE
IS

Have you been wanting to show off your best
clothes? Or make your peers jealous of your
dance moves?The Gala, which brings
together students from Lille and Paris,
is a time to get dressed up. It is one
of the major annual events, bringing
together over 1, 500
people.
An
evening of networking is also scheduled
in order to allow Master students to
widen their networks with the help of
alumni!
5
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LIL
PAR LE
IS

bureau des étudiants (BDE)
(Student Club)
Each
year,
students
elect
two
different Bureau des Étudiants , one in Lille
and one in Paris. The main mission of
the two associations is the integration of
students during IÉSEG Weekend and the
organization of activities and parties!
These associations organize on-campus
entertainment and find good deals for your
enjoyment. In this way, the BDE helps every
student to take advantage of their associative
year and to meet as many people as possible
to spread the IÉSEG spirit in different classes.

49 in Lille
29 in Paris

Members

Object:

to organize events to make new
arrivals feel at home, and lead
School life.

Events: IÉSEG Weekend, Lodge

Weekend, dinners, advent ball.

Budget

€200,000 in Lille
€150,000 in Paris

BDE IÉSEG 2018-2019 Tontons Dockers
BDE IÉSEG 2018-2019 - Conquistad’Os
tontonsdockers
bde_conquistados
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LIL
PA LE
RIS

IÉSEG INTERNATIONAL CLUB
The IÉSEG International Clubs, or Inter Clubs,
are present in Lille and in Paris to
welcome and assist international students
throughout their stay in France. They work
hand-in-hand with IÉSEG's International
Relations Department, which allows the
School to have an international influence. The
Inter Clubs organize an integration week
every year, along with a weekly event and a
monthly trip for international students to
discover Paris, France and Europe. The Inter
Clubs organize trips, cultural outings, parties
and afterworks where French and
international students share heartwarming
moments, creating friendships and memories.
In this way, students travel to the four corners
of the world without leaving the campuses, by
meeting people who come from nearby
countries, and others from the other side of
the world.

23 in Lille
18 in Paris

Members

Object:

to integrate international students.

integration/welcome week, Oktoberfest, Mont

Events: Saint Michel, Strasbourg, Gala, Bar Crawl,
wine testing in the Louvre wine cellars

Budget: €210,000

IÉSEG International Club Lille
International Club IÉSEG Paris
internationalclublille
ieseg_ic_2019

KOP IÉSEG

Members:

13

Objective: to encourage IÉSEG's sport teams.

Events: Games
Budget: €1,000

Pari

s

The KOP is the perfect compromise for sport
amateurs who love to use their loud voices.
As a fan association made up of 13 members,
the KOP aims to show its support to IÉSEG
sports teams in France and in Europe. For
each match, the KOP gathers around 10
students for the most memorable university
championship matches.

Kop IÉSEG
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SPORTS

bureau des sports (BDS)

LIL
PA LE
RIS

(Sport Club)
Sports are an integral part of IÉSEG associative life,
and the BDS in Lille and Paris accompany you all
year long in the sport of your choice! This is a
great opportunity to stay in shape together. There
are 12 sports in Paris and 17 in Lille, with yearround competitions for the most valiant, in
particular EuroBarcelona, the CIP (Challenge IÉSEG
Paris), the T5B (5 Ball Tournament, or Tournoi des
5 Ballons in French), with the high point being the
athletic weekend (Week-end Sportif or WES in
French) between those living in Paris and Lille! With
members passionate about their hard work, and
their in-depth communication, the two BDS care
about transmitting the values of sport to others with
all of their energy.

Members

Objective:

to bring students together
around the values of sport.

Events:

IÉSEG Paris Challenge, Sports Weekend
(Week-end Sportif), EuroBarcelona

Budget: €200,000

BDS IÉSEG Lille
BDS Pig’Pocket

IÉSEG’LISSE

Members

Objective:

12 in Lille
9 in Paris

to promote board sports.
wakeboarding, kiteboarding, indoor

Events: surfing, skateboarding
Budget: €1,500

IÉSEG’LISSE

36 in Lille
27 in Paris

pearlharsport
pig.pocket

LIL
PAR LE
IS

IÉSEG'LISSE is a great mix of passion,
sensations and good vibes. The
association's objective is to promote and
to help students discover numerous board
sports. Present on both campuses,
IÉSEG'LISSE offers wakeboarding, kiteboarding, skateboarding, and indoor
surfing. Events are open to beginners and
experts in order to share unique
experiences in a cool environment.

ieseglisse
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LIL

iÉseg outdoor

Members:

18

to offer students the possibility to

Objective: take part in races, treetop

adventure part, and kart racing.

Events:

weekly jogging, kart racing outings,
treetop adventure park, paintball

Budget:

IÉSEG Outdoor

€2,000

The IÉSEG Outdoor Association offers exterior
athletic activities to IÉSEG students. The
association is divided into two main poles:
the raid and event poles. The raid pole
organizes regular jogging sessions open to
everyone each week. This pole encourages
students to participate in different regional
races. It also organizes the IÉSEG raid.
This association offers a variety of outdoor
activities to IÉSEG students, such as kart
racing, climbing, paintballing, etc.

ieseg_outdoor

iÉseg voile/navy

LIL
PAR LE
IS

(IÉSEG Sailing/Navy)
The IÉSEG
Voile
and
Navy
Clubs
are sailing associations
on
the
Lille
and Paris campuses. Every
year,
they
offer various events related to sailing
and seafaring, open to
beginners
and
those who are more advanced. Amongst
their activities,
these associations
offer
weekly sailing
and
the possibility to
obtain
a boating license. Around 20
passionate and invested students are part
of this club. Their main objective is
Course Croisière
to participate
in the
EDHEC (EDHEC Sailing Cup), a top sporting
event in Europe. During an intense week, 3,200
students go up against each other for the
Earth, Water or
Sand trophies.
Each
year, around 50 students from
the
IÉSEG
Sailing/Navy club participate in
this competition, which is an unforgettable
experience.
Modif finales plaquette copie.indd 9

LE

Members

25 in Lille
16 in Paris

Objective: to bring students together to sail.

Events:

sailing outings, Course Croisière EDHEC
(EDHEC Sailing Cup)

Budget:

IÉSEG Voile Lille
IÉSEG Voile Paris

€25,000

ieseg_voile
navy__paris
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LILL
E
PAR
IS

French boules

Members

12 in Lille
9 in Paris

Objective: to promote French boules at the school.
Events: French boules tournaments

French boules in a business school? What's
next? No, you are not having a lucid dream:
French boules is an established part of both
of our campuses. Close-knit
teams,
intra and
extra-IÉSEG tournaments, and
afterworks are all you need to feel like you are
in the South instead of in Paris or in Lille.
Present in the capital city thanks to the
Pit'boules team, and on the historic campus
in Lille under the name Club Pétanque ,
this association was created to have a
good time, with festive afternoons and
unforgettable moments.

LIL
PAR LE
IS

SKI CLUB
The Ski Club is in charge of the organization
of the not-to-be-missed student life event:
Ski School. Ski School takes place between
the first and second semesters. This
intercampus week, which brings together
students in Lille and Paris, will most likely
remain in your memory for many years.
Come show your talent on a snowboard or on
skis in
a
convivial,
athletic
and
competitive environment. You will be able to
participate in many activities and challenges
to spice up your time in the mountains.

Members

Objet :

9 in Lille
8 in Paris

to organize the intercampus ski
week: Ski School.

Ski Club IÉSEG

skiclub.ieseg
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MEdias
LIL

Le cartel de la com’
The Cartel de la Com' is a communications
agency within IÉSEG. This responds to
students' and associations' requests for free:
logos, banners, posters, etc. But that's not all!
The Cartel also offers workshops to train
students to use software such as
Photoshop, so that they can create their own
communication documents! Finally, the Cartel
organizes conferences about the vast field of
communications to allow interested students to
learn more about this subject.

Members:

LE

12

to help students and associations

Objective: with their communication tools and

documents, and to promote the
field of communications in general.

Events: workshops, conferences and afterworks

Le Cartel de la Com’

REC

Members :

Objective:

29

to cover all of IÉSEG's events in order to
give visibility to each association
and to highlight the School's news.

publication of the PIB (school newspaper), of JT
news, or Journal Télévisé in French), photo
Events: (TV
contest, professional photo shoots and
afterworks.

Budget: €3,000

REC IÉSEG 2018 2019 : Spring B’REC

springbrec

lecarteldelacom

LIL

LE

The Spring B'REC Association aims
to promote
IÉSEG
associations
through photography and videos. It
highlights mainly the School's news, as
well as its students, via the School's TV
news
and newspaper.
It
follows
student, club and associative
life,
sharing
good
deals, advice
and
past
experiences
with students.
The
association
offers professional
photo shoots (CV picture) or group
photo shoots (for collective and
solidarity projects, projets collectifs
ou solidaires in French) to students.
11
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Pa

IÉSEG Studios
IÉSEG Studios aims to produce a short movie during the year,
and to discuss the culture of cinematography on social
networks. Passionate about this project, the association wishes
to bring students together in their love for cinema, in order to
create fiction by and for students.

Members:

Objective:

10

a student channel that allows us to record
the life of IÉSEG students through shows
about students on the Parisian campus,
students abroad or about major news
themes.

7

Objective: to produce short movies.
Events: projection of the short movie

IÉSEG TV

Members:

ris

Par

is

Thanks to IÉSEG TV, IÉSEG students have gone
behind the scenes of the Parisian campus. The
association aims to create interesting interviews
and reports on more serious subjects in the
national and international news.

Events: publication of journalistic videos
iesegtelevision
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culture & societal issues

L’Atelier

LILL

e

(The Workshop )

L'Atelier is an association that brings
together students passionate about
ready-to-wear clothes (prêt-à-porter ),
interior
decorating
and cosmetics.
The
association
also facilitates
students' access to these sectors, by
being
a
bridge
between
the
professional world and its fields.
L'Atelier communicates about news
in these sectors, and organizes
networking afterworks and Corporate
Talks.

Members:

16

to facilitate access to the prêt-à-

Objective: porter, interior decorating and cosmetics
universe.

Events: networking afterworks and Corporate Talks
Budget: €500
L’Atelier IÉSEG
latelierieseg

Bureau des Arts (BDA)
(Art Club)

Members

35 in Lille
23 in Paris

to promote Art and to make
it easily accessible.

Objective:

Events:

artistic weekend, Campus Comedy
Tour, talent night, Intimates, artistic
night, workshops, etc.

BDA IÉSEG 2018-2019 Los Mu’artos
Bureau des Arts Paprik’Art
losmuartos
bda_paprikart

LILL
Par e
is

Too often underestimated, Art is very present at
IÉSEG. Promoted by the Bureau des Arts (BDA) ,
you will be able to find it in workshops, artistic
parties and jam sessions in the school's
studio. You're not an artist at heart? Don't worry,
thanks to your BDA, you will be able to develop
hidden talents. And, future Picasso or not, you will
be able to take advantage of our discoveries,
good deals, and discounts in order to appreciate
different art forms such as music, painting or
cinema. The studios on both campuses are also
available for you to use to create your sounds
(why not become the next Aya Nakamura?).
Prepare yourself for many surprises this year. You
and art are going to get along just fine!
13
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LIL
pa Le
ris

IÉSEGALITÉ

14 in Lille
2 in Paris

Members

to bring awareness to IÉSEG students

Objective: about subjects related to the LGBTQ+
community.

afterworks, debates, movie projections,

Events: conferences, etc.

Budget: €800

IÉSEGalité
iesegalite

IÉSEGALITÉ is the new LGBTQ+ association for
IÉSEG students. The team wants to increase
visibility and awareness related to issues in the
LGBTQ+ community and to thus improve behavior
and attitudes towards those concerned. The
association wants to act, on its level, to fight
against homophobia (and other associated
"phobias"),
organize
convivial
parties,
cultural projects (eg. viewings, conferences,
debates, etc.), informative events (eg.
prevention, testing, LGBTQ+ terms, etc.). It
also aims to be a reference point of support
and information for all students questioning
their sexual identity and/or gender.

LIL

Comed’IÉSEG
The Comed'IÉSEG Association aims to
develop theatre at IÉSEG with the organization of
monthly events dedicated to personal
development and exceeding one's limits, such
as improvisation contests and workshops
organized in partnership with other higher
education establishments in Lille. The
association also organizes a casting every year
to recruit budding actors who will have the
chance to participate in the festival that will be
organized at the end of the second semester.
Each year, this festival welcomes different
schools in Lille and allows for actors
and spectators from different horizons to meet
and have a good time together.

Members:

Objective:

Le

15

to promote
theatre
and
self
development to all IÉSEG students,
regardless of whether or not they have
experience in this area.

Events: Festival at the Comédie de Lille at the end of the year
Budget: €3,200

Comed IÉSEG
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LIL
pa Le
ris

TEDxIÉSEG
Local branches of the large TED
conferences,
TEDxIÉSEGLille
and
TEDxIÉSEGParis, organize TEDx conferences
on both of the School's campuses every
year. Conferences are a good time to
discuss
numerous subjects
with
the
captivating conference speakers,
who come to inspire you, share their
vision and shake up your idea of the
world. The association also organizes
meetings with innovative companies that
present their products to students.
More broadly, the association's activities
are in line with the TED mission "Ideas
Worth Spreading".

Members

Objective: to share "Ideas Worth Spreading".
Events: TEDxIÉSEGLille & TEDxIÉSEGParis conferences

Budget: €5,000-5,700

TEDxIESEGLille
TEDxIESEGParis

La Tribune IÉSEG

Members

27 in Lille
9 in Paris

Objective: conference and debate association.

Events: regular conferences - debates - MUN

La Tribune IÉSEG Lille
La Tribune IÉSEG Paris
latribune_ieseg

23 in Lille
19 in Paris

tedxieseglille
tedxiesegparis

LIL
pa Le
ris

The IÉSEG Tribune strives to encourage students on the
Lille and Paris campuses to contemplate topics related
to politics and societal subjects. The Tribune is an
association that is centered around 3 axes: conferences,
debates and UN simulations. Several conferences are
organized each semester, attracting important political
figures such as Xavier Bertrand and Jacques Cheminade,
as well as journalists and prestigious guests. The
association is also a member of the French Debate
Association and participates in a debate competition
about diverse subjects against different French schools
and universities. Finally, the "Model United
Nations" (MUN) allows members of the association to
cross Europe by participating in United Nations
simulations.

15
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humanitaRIAN

Bureau de l’Humanitaire (BDH)

LIL
pa Le
ris

(Humanitarian Club)

What is our mission at the Bureau De l'Humanitaire
(BDH) ? To help those in need. Humanitarian aid is a
long-term commitment, and a personal implication for
others and for yourself! Our association aims to bring a
dimension of solidarity to IÉSEG through different efforts
led inside the School, such as dinners in the dark to
raise awareness about blindness, or the traditional
telethon. The association also aims to lead actions in the
city by participating in humanitarian projects (eg. food
and clothing distribution). On an international level, the
BDH is also in charge of a large project, which aims to
collect thousands of books to send them to schools in
Douala, the economical capital of Cameroon.

Members:

40

to help those in need through local

Objective: actions or international projects.

dinner in the dark, telethon, food and

Events: clothing distribution, humanitarian
projects, etc.

BDH IÉSEG Lille
BDH IESEG Paris

bdhieseg
bdh_ieseg_paris_

un cado pour un charclo

Members:

Events:

15

the Christmas challenge,
cooking workshops, Un Été
Eau'trement, etc.

Budget: €5,000

Un Cado Pour Un Charclo x Lille
ucpuclille

LIL

Le

Un Cado pour un Charclo is a solidarity
association aiming to develop social bonds
between resident and homeless populations.
It strives to raise general public awareness
about street life and its occupants by
removing labels and prejudices. Un Cado
pour un Charclo organizes events that
promote strong values such as solidarity
and assistance. The association would like to
broaden its reach to develop and implement
actions and events throughout the year in Lille
and elsewhere, to develop long-term Un
Cado pour un Charclo branches in France,
particularly for the Christmas challenge.

16
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Corporate Relations & Entrepreneurship

LIL
par Le
is

Enactus IÉSEG

Enactus IÉSEG is the local branch of an
international association of social
entrepreneurship aiming to help a new
generation of responsible and engaged
entrepreneur leaders emerge. Our goal?
To have a positive impact on society with
the organization of events for
students (conferences, ethical Christmas
market, sustainable development day,
etc.), and the realization of
entrepreneurial and social projects.

Members

27 in Lille
9 in Paris

Objective: to have a postive impact on society.

Events:

conferences, ethical Christmas market,
national Enactus competition, and afterworks

Enactus IÉSEG School of Management
enactus_ieseg
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How I met your start-up
How I Met Your Start-Up is an association
that aims to forge ties between students, startups and large companies. How I Met Your StartUp constructs and uses the network it has built
up over the years to organize events such as
the start-up fair to help students find internships.
The association
has
been
organizing
public speaking contests since 2015! Every
year, six start-up participants choose a
student to present their project in front of
a prestigious jury. 650 spectators attend
the contest: students, professionals from
big companies, professors, investors and
oratory experts. This one-of-a-kind annual gettogether is one of the major events in IÉSEG
associative life!

LIL

Members:
Objective:

Le

20

creative bonds between students, start-ups
and big companies

Events: start-up fair, public speaking contest
Budget: €2,500

How I Met Your Start-Up

himysu_ieseg
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IÉSEG CONSEIL : Junior entreprise

Members

24 in Lille
26 in Paris

Objective: consulting firm
Events: conferences,afterwork
Annual revenue: €170,000

IÉSEG CONSEIL Lille
IÉSEG CONSEIL Paris
iesegconseil
iesegconseilp

LIL
L
par e
is

You have probably already noticed our team, busy in
our offices, looking serious, hunched over our
computers or in a meeting with clients. You must think
that at IÉSEG Conseil : Junior Entreprise, we make
millions while working alongside big companies 24/7.
Well, you're pretty much right if you change just a few
things. According to legend, the association was
created in 1976 by Jean-Philippe Ammeux, and acts
as a consulting firm. Project managers evaluate
companies' needs, then recruit students like you for
example, to respond to their needs. In other words,
their role is to get you to work for companies, to train
you and to bring you a lot of knowledge about
different sectors, and to pay you in return for your
work!

http://www.iesegconseil.fr/

LIL
L
par e
is

IÉSEG Finance
Want to get to know the world of
finance better? With IÉSEG Finance,
come learn about careers in finance,
and meet real professionals who will
tell you about their experience.
A lot of events are waiting for you,
including professional
afterworks,
stock exchange day, round tables,
Corporate Talks, stock market contest,
private lessons and visits to the virtual
trading rooms...There's something for
everyone!
If you love this part of the economy,
don't hesitate to come to our events,
or, even better, to join us!

Members

25 in Lille
10 in Paris

to help people to discover the world of finance,

Objective: and to be the intermediary between professionals
and students.
stock

exchange day, stock exchange contests,
afterworks, professional Corporate
Talks, private lessons, etc.

Events: professional

Budget: €11,000

IÉSEG Finance
IÉSEG Finance Paris

19
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LIL
L
par e
is

Impakt Makers
Impakt
Makers
is
the
n°1
entrepreneurship association at IÉSEG.
Impakt Makers encourages students and
professionals to discuss, share, and
collaborate together in order to make
the world a better place for tomorrow.
The association aims to promote
entrepreneurship at IÉSEG, help
students get out of their comfort zone
and show them that starting their own
businesses has never been as easy as it
is now.

Members

to promote entrepreneurship for IÉSEG

Objective: students and the School's entire ecosystem.

Budget: €3,000
Events:
In Lille:
The Nocture

Impakt Makers
Impakt Makers Paris
impaktmakers
impaktmakersparis

12 in Lille
12 in Paris

The 6'4
The Press'Citron

In Paris:
Entrepreneurship Night
Worskhops
Start-Up Talks

Entrepreneur afterworks

20
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CUISINE
LIL
L
par e
is

Bacchus
IVV Divinity

Members
Objective:

21 in Lille
14 in Paris

to help French and foreign students learn
about oenology and wine.

Events: tastings, themed days and parties, workshops

Bacchus IESEG Lille
Divinity – IVV
bacchus_ieseg
equipe_divinity

Bacchus? IVV Divinity? What are they? These are
IÉSEG's wine associations: Bacchus in Lille and IVV
Divinity in Paris. They aim to share their passion
about different wine through explanations given by
members of the association or by speakers. They
do this through events and parties: tastings,
workshops, themed parties, afterworks, weekends
in vineyards, etc. Bacchus and IVV Divinity
work with oenologists and sommeliers who are
specialists, and who lead tastings to give advice,
provide information, etc. This year, on the Lille
campus, Bacchus is creating an innovative cocktail
pole, which will liven up your tastebuds with
exotically-flavored drinks.

LIL

Gourmand’ease
Gourmand'ease is an IÉSEG cooking
association that will teach you how to eat
healthily for cheap. Our cooks are here to
offer cooking classes to you all year long, to
indulge you during events, to offer you good
cooking ideas, along with videos of easy,
cheap recipes! With Gourmand'ease, students
learn to appreciate cooking, all the while
having a good time with a good-humored team
full of energy.

Members:

Le

21

to use different types of events

Objective: to make students want to cook.
Events:

cooking classes, Appartagraille party,
the Toqu'Edhec contest

Budget: €2,600

Gourmand’ease IÉSEG

gourmandeazzz
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Associative life

Fédération des Étudiants

L'Atelier

Association des Étudiants de l’IÉSEG

Bureau des Arts (BDA)

Bureau des Étudiants

Comed’IÉSEG

Bureau des Jeux/Chess Club/Gaming

IÉSEGALITÉ

Gala des Étudiants

TEDxIÉSEG

IÉSEG International Club

Tribune IÉSEG

Ski Club

Bureau de l’Humanitaire (BDH)

Bureau des Sports (BDS)

Enactus IÉSEG

IÉSEG’LISSE

Un cado pour un charclo

IÉSEG Outdoor

How I met your start-up

IÉSEG Voile/Navy

IÉSEG Ambassadeurs

KOP IÉSEG

IÉSEG CONSEIL: JUNIOR ENTREPRISE

French boules

IÉSEG Finance

Cartel de la Com’

Impakt Makers

IÉSEG Studios

Bacchus/IVV Divinity

REC

Gourmand’ease

IÉSEG TV
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My iÉseg

DISCOVER
IÉSEG
STUDENT CLUB AND ASSOCIATIONS
https://www.facebook.com/associationetudiantsieseg/
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Lille: 3 rue de la Digue - F - 59000 Lille
Paris: Socle de la grande Arche - 1 Parvis de la Défense - F
- La Défense cedex
Switchboard: +33 (0)3 20 54 58 92 / +33 (0)1 55 91 10
www.ieseg.fr

Realisation : Nolia MARC
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